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	Viral Pathogenesis and Immunity, Second Edition, 9780123694645 (0123694647), Academic Press, 2007

	Based on the highly successful reference work Viral Pathogenesis published in 1997, this concise, economical version can be used both as an introductory text or for self-education by medical students and biologists alike. This latest edition provides a completely revised overview of the subject with new chapters on innate immunity, emerging viral diseases, and antiviral therapy in a format that is easy to understand without continually referring to additional information. Used by the author in his graduate classes at the University of Pennsylvania, it sets forth the essential principles and discusses the details of how the immune system responds to viral invasion including the treatment and prevention of infection. Illustrated by pertinent examples it is one of the only books devoted exclusively to this topic.

	

	* Offers almost a 20% expansion over the first edition

	* Focuses specifically on viral pathogenesis unlike other texts where only a few chapters are devoted to the topic

	* Neal Nathanson is one of the primary authorities in the field and has authored chapters on viral pathogenesis in two of the most well known virology and microbiology titles Field's Virology and Topley and Wilson's Microbiology

	* Now in four color throughout!
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Microsoft DirectAccess Best Practices and TroubleshootingPackt Publishing, 2013

	Secure and efficient functioning of your DirectAccess environment


	Overview

	
		Learn how to make Manage Out work for your DirectAccess clients without compromising your network
	
		Learn how to understand enormous logfiles along with common troubleshooting criteria
	
		Explore some...



		

e-Discovery For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009
Electronic discovery gone wrong is kryptonite to a legal action, as many have learned since the amended Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP) took effect in December 2006. Now you may urgently want to learn about e-discovery (short for electronic discovery) but don’t know who to call, or even better, what to read. e-Discovery For Dummies...


		

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 All-in-One Desk Reference For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
If you’re in charge of database administration, developing database software, or looking for database solutions for your company, Microsoft SQL Server 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies can help you get a handle on this extremely popular relational database management system. Here you’ll find what’s new in the...




	

Information Security for Automatic Speaker IdentificationSpringer, 2011


	Speaker identification is a widely used technique in several security

	systems. In remote access systems, speaker utterances are recoded and

	communicated through a communication channel to a receiver that performs the

	identification process. Speaker identification is based on characterizing each

	speaker with a set of features...

		

Languages and Compilers for Parallel Computing: 16th International Workshop, LCPC 2003Springer, 2004

	This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 16th International Workshop on Languages and Compilers for Parallel Computing, LCPC 2003, held in College Station, Texas, USA, in October 2003.


	The 35 revised full papers presented were selected from 48 submissions during two rounds of reviewing and...


		

Alan Simpson's Windows Vista BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
What's new in Windows Vista? Everything.
    

 Be among the first to master the much-anticipated new Microsoft Windows Vista operating system. From bestselling author Alan Simpson comes the Alan Simpson's Windows Vista Bible, and it's packed with the comprehensive detail you need to get the most out of this exciting new...
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